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GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Introduction
1.1. Motivation and Research Topic
It has been witnessed that the demand for wireless communication
systems has exponentially increased rate within few years, and
undoubtedly industrial companies are spending a majority of their budget
for hunting novel technologies to be leading the potential market or just
to meet the present market demand. Massive market potentials are
forecasted for an “out-of-the-box” wireless technology that relies on the
radio-interference-free spectrum, which is well known as optical wireless
communications (OWC). The volume of OWC market is enormous as it has
been overviewed in a recent tutorial in the IEEE 802.15 and the IEEE
802.11 [1]. The uniqueness of OWC accompanied by its wide-range of
protocol complexity acceptance has also been recognized [1].
The solutions of OWC are classified by the IEEE 802.15.7m Task Group
(TG7m) into four categories:
(1) Existing Visible Light Communication (VLC) modes available in
IEEE 802.157-2011 standard [2];
(2) Optical Camera Communication (OCC) in the use of the camera to
detect the light intensity modulated;
(3) LED Identification (LED-ID) solutions in the use of Photodiode (PD)
operating at speed lower than VLC or roughly-equivalent to the speed
of OCC;
(4) High-speed Light Fidelity (LiFi) with the use of PD operating at
the highest speed (exceeding 1Mbps at the PHY Service-Access-Point).
The release of IEEE 802.15.7-2011 seems to be not very successful
worldwide until this moment since there is no commercial product
profitable along with the specification. On the other hand, LiFi that
enables higher performance and requires more complex waveforms and
protocols is forecasted as being applicable for low-market volumes in
specialty areas [1]. Either VLC or LiFi technologies are worthy to study;
however, the advanced research on these two topics is an unappealing
choice. In contrast, research in OCC is more attractive to me not only
because of its huge-volume of potential applications and services but also
due to the possibility for development of valuable software-based
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treatments, algorithms, and prototype systems without any big concern
about hardware design.
Table 1- Classification of OCC technologies
Screen Nyquist
sampling

Oversampling
by high frame
rate

Region-of-Interest
Signaling

Rolling shutter
Nyquist sampling

Distance

several meters

hundred meter

hundreds of meter

tens of meter

Data
rate

kbps-Mbps

kbps

10bps up to 22 kbps

tens bps~ kbps

Standard

IEEE 802.15.7m
PHY VI modes

Not standardized

IEEE 802.15.7m
PHY IV modes

IEEE 802.15.7m
PHY V modes

Intended
Systems

 Screen Tx
 Typical cameras
Rx

 Multiple InputMultiple Output
(MIMO) is
benefited from
Characteris the spatial
tics
resolution of
both Tx and Rx
 Well suited for
short-range
OWC system
utilizing screen.

 Traffic light,
LEDs-array Tx
 High-speed
camera Rx
 The LED array
on the Tx allows
more data
transmittance
per frame
 The detection of
the light source
based on image
processing is a
drawback

 Car light/traffic
light/LED Signage
Tx
 RoI-camera Rx
 The integration of a
RoI signaling
stream and a highspeed data stream is
implemented in a
hybrid system
 The RoI signaling
stream allows fast,
reliable detection
and tracking of
multiple light
sources
simultaneously.

 LED panel Tx
 Rolling shutter
camera Rx
 The resolution of
the LED panel on
the captured image
limits the amount
of data per image
 The trade-off
between the
distance and the
data rate makes
this the most
suitable option for
indoor application.

A classification of OCC technologies in Table 1 has disclosed that the
performance of intended OCC systems has affected the most by the
selection of camera types. The performance barrier of OCC caused by the
camera is because the communication is a supplementary intention to its
primary imaging purpose. Undeniably, the primary determiner of OCC
performance is concerned with the camera frame rate, which directly
decides the sampling rate whether it satisfies the Nyquist sampling
requirement. The secondary determiner might come from the shutter
mechanism by which the rolling shutter camera type has a vast portion of
the camera market while the global shutter camera type is commonly used
in specific fields for higher imaging quality.
During three years of Ph.D. research, I have involved in numerous OCC
technologies, including screen modulations (new-design of sequential
screen codes, new-design of hidden screen codes), baseband OCC
modulations for rolling shutter cameras (including camera-based OOK-2-
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waveform with new formats, Camera-based FSK waveform with new
formats), Region-of-Interest signaling OCC system (undersampling
property, high-speed waveforms, dimming support, etc.). However, to the
best of extension ability of this thesis, two series of OCC systems are
presented as follows.
(1)-Screen OCC systems with different designs from baseband to
multicarrier waveforms.
(2)-RoI signaling OCC systems with challenging technical
considerations or requirements, including high-rate, high mobility,
and massive connectivity supports, such as a vehicular environment.
It is commonly known that MIMO concept is involved with space-time
codes (either an orthogonal space-time block code or a quasi-orthogonal
space-time block code) to tackle the interference between adjacent light
sources in the space-time domain. However, the inter-pixel interference
mitigation using a space-time coding does not reach its intended benefit
under the presence of the spatial-sampling error, particularly in OCC
systems. Unlikely, two approaches in this thesis investigate MIMO from
different manners. Proposing systems within the two MIMO approaches
will struggle with interference in conjunction with other imperfect
channel conditions (including the spatial-temporal sampling irregularity)
by re-investigating waveforms properly for each intended system. Such
new design of waveforms for the multiple-cells-Tx and imaging-cells-Rx
system shall support the Rx operation (including the sampling and
decoding processes) without the need of STBC. By deploying the MIMO
concept from a different manner, the proposing systems, nevertheless, do
not prevent the use of traditional STBC for a later communication
performance improvement. The two proposing MIMO approaches are
briefly introduced as follows.
The first MIMO approach, namely screen OCC systems, implements a
single luminaire that composes of multiple (single-color band or tri-color
band) cells so that its data rate which relies much on the number of cells
can be achieved up to Mbps. This first MIMO approach is, however, is best
applicable for point-to-point (P2P) short-range communication within
several meters at which Rx can differentiate the huge amount of cells
located in the two-dimensional plane.
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On the other hand, the second MIMO approach, namely RoI signaling
systems, aims to support multiple luminaires those are spatially
separated. Each light source may comprise of multiple LEDs; however,
the number of LEDs within a light source is moderate. Accordingly, the
data rate for a single link relies much on the frame rate of the camera,
leaving the spatial dimension free for other links connectivity. This second
MIMO property could enable massive simultaneous links. Thus, the RoI
signaling OCC systems class is applicable for multiple points-to-multiple
points (MP2MP) long-range communication.

1.2. Outline of Thesis Content
Herein, this thesis is constructed with two chapters representing two
series of OCC systems. The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
Part I introduces newly designed codes for optimal sequential
transmission over the screen. It commences with an ongoing-standardized
color code design, known as an Asynchronous-Quick-Link (A-QL). This
novel design is a complete version of screen code design and readyimplemented just like existing QR code. After that, it introduces another
design of screen code with complex spatial OFDM series. From the concept
and mathematical analysis to the experimental implementation and
verification shall disclose notable contributions.
Part II addresses the novel waveforms designed for a challenging channel
condition as in vehicular OWC. Inspiring by the camera multi-RoI mode
which enables the smart feature to adapt its frame rate and achieve
desired imaging quality, the RoI-signaling concept for the active
communication link-setup is presented. Accordingly, the hybrid waveform
designed for RoI-camera is uncovered. The detailed rule-of-thumb
waveforms to compensate the environmental technical challenges, along
with a variety of simulation results and implemental performance are
thoroughly discussed.

1.3. Standard Roadmap of OCC Systems
The thesis covers two significant classes of OCC Systems involving the
development of MIMO waveforms. The major part of thesis content
-4-
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described in details the operation and performance of PHY modes within
IEEE 802.15.7-2018 standard (i.e., the standard is expected to be
published in 2018), including PHY IV and PHY VI. A short description of
these OCC PHY modes is addressed in Table 2.
Among the entire OCC PHY modes contributed to the TG7m standard,
several operating modes and systems have been developed and
contributed to TG7m by me (PHY OCC modes with bold text in Table 2),
including S2-PSK and HS-PSK (in PHY IV), CM-FSK and C-OOK (in PHY
V), A-QL and HA-QL (in PHY VI). Such an abundance of OCC systems
cannot be addressed entirely into this space-limited thesis, only systems
in PHY IV and a system in PHY VI are included herein. These two PHY
categories (PHY VI and PHY VI) are chosen for this thesis because they
correlate with the development of MIMO waveforms to boost the data rate
up to tens of kbps.
Table 2 – Short description of IEEE 802.15.7-2018 PHY operating modes
MSC ID
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13-15

PHY OCC
mode
UFSOOK
Twinkle VPPM
S2-PSK
HS-PSK
Offset-VPPM
RS-FSK
CM-FSK
C-OOK
MPM
A-QL
HA-QL
VTASC
IDE
Reserved

Short Description
Newly OCC PHY modes (called PHY IV) contributed
to the revision of the 802.15.7-2011 std.
These modes are (mostly) intended for RoI signaling
based high-rate data transfer, best applicable for
vehicular application.
Newly OCC PHY modes (called PHY IV) contributed
to the revision of the 802.15.7-2011 std.
These modes are intended for rolling shutter camera
receiver, best applicable for indoor application.
Newly OCC PHY modes (called PHY IV) contributed
to the revision of the 802.15.7-2011 std.
These modes are intended for Screen application.

The remaining PHY modes within TG7m standard have little connection
to the intended scope regarding MIMO waveform, therefore, are excluded
from this thesis. Such CM-FSK and C-OOK are for indoor rolling shutter
OCC, being out of scope. Likewise, HA-QL is based on A-QL with an
additional intensity modulator for generating hidden code, thus also not
included.
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Last but not least, until this moment, the IEEE 802.15 OWC standards
do not include any multi-tone modulation scheme for OCC due to its
implementation complexity. Since the recent IEEE 802.15 has formed an
Interest Group particularly for vehicular assistant technology, an
advanced modulation scheme such as OFDM is of the research target to
tackle higher communication requirements than the current ongoing
standard. Accordingly, OFDM series for are newly proposed within this
thesis in suggesting an alternative for later IEEE 802.15 OWC
contributions.
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Part I. Screen-to-Camera
Communication Systems
Section 1. General Description
The use of statistic version of two-dimensional codes such as QR code is
on the fade-out phase in the market when it cannot meet the demand for
the higher amount of data delivery in addition to the decoration purpose.
The dynamic version of QR could solve this issue. However, from my study
and implementation of QR codes (including an implementation of the
sequential transmission of a tri-color QR code), the existing code does not
meet the need for sequential transmission protocol due to its huge amount
of overhead per code and its delay-processing time at the receiver side to
detect and track the code. Indeed, my programmed sequential color-QR
system performed that no more than five codes can be delivered per second
using a PC. The delay may delay even more in a smartphone application.
Inevitably, a new design of two-dimensional code must provide
comparable performance as QR does in a specific environment with
critical features including quick-detection and tracking, rotation support,
and compatibility with a variety of screen infrastructure and cameras.
Also, it must outperform the performance of QR in term of transmission
overhead and optimal frame packet, as the primary purpose of new screen
code design. Also, the manner to support some possible modes at different
data rates for some promising applications must be considered; this means
the configuration of different PHY data frame formats is critically
considered. Once these challenging issues are figured out, the newly
designed code can potentially take over the place of any existing statisticor-dynamic code from the commercial market.
It has been well known that the configuration of the physical layer data
unit (PPDU) frame format is typically done via the transmission of PHY
header subfield within the PPDU in before the decoding of the frame
payload. This conventional configuration manner is acceptable for
traditional PHY modes operating at a data rate above a certain rate (kbps
as an example) such as VLC modes using PD. Such that over-the-air
-7-
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configuration seems to be intolerant of OCC modes those are operating at
data rates as low as kbps or much lower. The reason for this low data rate
in OCC was quite clear since OCC is designed to be compatible with
cameras without any hardware modification. Indeed, the current OCC
PHY modes in the draft IEEE 802.15.7m (TG7m) operate at the bit rate
ranging just from tens-of-bps. As a consequence, the TG7m committee has
discussed and introduced a brand-new configuration paradigm of PHY
modes without the need of PHY headers. The PPDU configuration, such
as frame size, modulation and coding choice, and optical clock rate, etc.,
shall be performed via PHY-layer personal area network informationbased (PIB) attributes. In the other word, the arrangement of configurable
PPDU related parameters is APP-based; an example, when a smartphone
user downloads the app, it has PIB-values accompanying to let the camera
know how to demodulate the light waveform. The TG7m committee has
approved this paradigm, and the following screen modulations adhere
accordingly.
This chapter addresses two interesting topics related to the screen
modulation with their variants of contributions as follows:
The first section (Section 2) discloses a novel design of the tri-color-band
screen code, called Asynchronous Quick Link (A-QL), equipped with new
technical features. The first new feature of A-QL code is involved with its
rotation support feature, in which the rotation correction is done after the
Rx transform the code into a binary data matrix. This feature is
modulated-information based, and a matrix transpose performs the
reverse-rotation. Such that feature outperforms the known-patterns
recognition as in QR code. Furthermore, the redundancy to support
rotation in A-QL is more minimal than the QR rotation patterns. The
second new feature in A-QL is about its surrounding borders that are
designed to support a quicker detection and extraction of the code. The
third new feature of A-QL is about its reference cells delivering
asynchronous bits those are present to support Rx in detecting and
ignoring the rolling-affected images. Last but not least, there is an
abundance of novel techniques related to the modulation and coding for a
reliable sequential communication. Such these supportive communication
features include (1) asynchronous bits for the downsampling of a timevariant frame rate Rx, (2) the bit-to-intensity mapping for tri-band color
transmission, (3) the channel estimation and color calibration supportive
-8-
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by transmitting orthogonal bit sequences. Also, amazing detailed
processing guidance at Rx side is elaborated on as a complete tutorial of
A-QL system.
The second section (Section 3) describes an implementation-ready screencamera system employing two-dimensional OFDM series. It provides the
complete design of MIMO-OFDM for Screen-Camera and MIMO-channel.
The system offers several notable contributions. Firstly, a new design of
the code (Tx) to jointly support critical functionalities include (1) 360degree rotation support, (2) Asynchronous Communication under the
presence of frame rate variation, (3) Correction of perspective distortion.
Secondly, the complete system architecture and detailed implemental
guidance such as (1) Detailed Rx pre-processing and decoding guidance,
(2) Spatial downsampling and the correction of perspective distortion, (3)
Temporal downsampling to deal with frame rate variation, and (4)
Rotation correction procedure. Also, the mature OFDM symbol creation
and involving post-processing techniques are given, such as (1) the Spatial
Cyclic Prefix creation, (2) the clipping processes for screen ACO-OFDM
and DCO-OFDM, (3) the scaling process and DC-bias control, and (4) an
effective 2D pilots conceptual design and channel equalization. Thirdly,
PPDU format is presented being co-existence to 802.15 standards. Finally,
an effective FEC as one of the second generation of FEC is examined and
implemented in this system, being naturally applicable for the system and
coexisting to OWC standards of the IEEE Standard Association (IEEE SA).

-9-
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Section 2. Single-carrier Baseband Screen
Modulation
2.1. System Introduction and Contribution
This section proposes the A-QL system, a new design for multi-color, twodimensional multi-cells code that aims to deliver tens of kbps (or higher)
depending on the size of A-QL code via an optimal asynchronous
sequential transmission protocol. This system can support challenging
technical issues, including








Rotation support: Unlike QR code that supports rotation by
identifying the known-patterns at the corners of the code, A-QL
code recovers any rotation performed by a matrix transpose with
the knowledge of rotation is bit-based. The performance of the
proposed A-QL rotation correction at the output of de-mapped
information matrix outperforms the QR rotation-correction
method, while the spatial redundancy consumed in A-QL is much
minimal than QR rotation patterns.
Code detection and extraction: A-QL is designed with its
surrounding borders to support a quicker and more reliable
detection and extraction of the code. Edges detection algorithm is
applied, and the proposed code-tracking processing delay is
roughly several times less in compared with that of QR code.
In comparing, the QR code extraction is solely based on its known
patterns located at four corners. However, the more we work on
the two-dimensional code, especially sequential transmission of
the code, the more necessary of the outer bolder is recognized.
Asynchronous bits: The reference cells in A-QL is to deliver clock
bits, supporting the Rx in detecting and ignoring the rollingaffected images. Also, any time-variant frame rate camera with its
shutter of either global shutter or rolling shutter applies to the
proposed code wherein asynchronous bits are integrated.
Multiple essential features added related to the modulation and
coding. A reliable asynchronous sequential communication is
provided along with the following features (1) The downsampling
of a time-variant frame rate Rx, (2) the bit-to-intensity mapping
for tri-band color transmission, (3) the channel estimation and
- 10 -
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color calibration supportive by transmitting orthogonal bit
sequences. Particularly processing guidance at Rx side is described
for a complete tutorial of A-QL system.
An effective FEC as one of the second generation of FEC is also readyimplemented in this system. The choice of a combination of inner FEC and
outer FEC is naturally suitable for this system; also, it co-exists with
current and ongoing OCC standards of IEEE SA. The implemental results
reveal that bit-error-rate (BER) can be achieved at lower than 10-5 within
several meters indoor. Practical measurement of BER will show that AQL works reliably at greater than 3m distance at a wide viewing angle
greater than 30-perspective degree.
The practical implementation of A-QL code has two versions, 16x16 cells,
and 32x32 cells. Additionally, there are multiple configurable parameters
inside the system such as the size of cells (in pixels), the outer bolder size,
the number of reference cells, the number of colors, and the configuration
of FEC, etc. The configuration of these parameters is application-based,
as approved by IEEE TG7m standardization committee, will be
particularized in Annex 3.
The remainder of this section is organized as follows,





Subsection 2.2 provides the specification of the A-QL code,
including its architecture, rule-of-thumb design for the code,
encoding procedures, and the configuration of the code using
different attributes described in PHY PIB table (Annex 3).
Subsection 2.3 contributes efficient processing techniques at the
receiver side to accompany critical features with the
implementation-ready Rx.
Eventually, subsection 2.4 illustrates the experimental results
and concludes the work.

2.2. Proposed A-QL System
2.2.1 Reference Architecture
Figure 1 shows the A-QL system diagram with light cells blinking a
combination of three primary colors (band i, j, k). The valid combination
of these three bands is described in Table 3. Among the possible
combinations, the possible primary wavelength options for tri-color bands
- 11 -
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are also standardized by IEEE 802.15.7-2011 std. (see Table 4) to
guarantee the quality of wavelength de-multiplexing. The selection of
colors in A-QL system shall be configured as the app-based solution by
reading PHY PIB attribute value phyAqlColorSelection (given in Annex
3). An example of color band combination (110, 010, 000) for bands i, j, k
respectively called red, green, and blue (suitable in most of the screens) is
used throughout this section.

Figure 1- A-QL block diagram

As illustrated in Figure 1, the data sequence (including PHR, PSDU, and
Ab bits) shall be feed into the channel encoder. This A-QL channel encoder
controls the intensity of RGB channels (Pi, Pj, and Pk) based on the input
bits. However, unlike the Color Shift Keying (CSK) system in PHY III
operating modes of IEEE 802.15.7-2011 std., the intensity modulation of
each color channel in A-QL system is independent of the others, and there
is no requirement of color combination such as Pi +Pj +Pk =1 as in the CSK
system. This proposed intensity mapping manner is because A-QL
modulation operates with a flickering clock rate (e.g., 10Hz), and no effort
is made to generate a desired color within the triangle IJK on the xy color
coordinates.

- 12 -
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Table 3 - Valid color band combinations for A-QL, from CSK mode in IEEE
802.15.7-2011 std. [2]

Table 4- Code and color band definition in IEEE 802.15.7-2011 std. [2]

2.2.2. 2D color code design
A conceptual design of A-QL code for sequential transmission is shown in
Figure 2. The A-QL code consists of multiple features for their purposes.
The outer area of the code is to support the detection of the code, while the
inner area is to carry data. Similar to the configurable ability of color
selection, the configuration of the size of individual cells to be modulated
and the size of the outer border is of desire. The PHY PIB attributes
(phyAqlCellSize and phyAqlBolderSize) are read by Tx and Rx for the
proper configuration.

- 13 -
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Likewise, the number of cells on the A-QL code (m×n) is read by the PHY
PIB attribute phyAqlNumCells. Our implementation provides two
exemplary versions of A-QL, 16×16 and 32×32 cells.
Among the color cells of the inner area of the code, four cells (each cell is
2×2) at the four corners of the code called reference cells are to support the
receiver in identifying the starting corner of the code. The intensity of
these reference cells do not change over time (see Subsection 2.2.3.1.
Encoder Configuration). Also, a corner has the number of reference
cells that is configurable via the PHY PIB phyAqlNumCellReference for a
proper selection of relative ratio between the reference cells area and the
entire code area.
The remaining cells are to be modulated by their intensity to transmit
data, called data cells.

(a) Design example of 16x16-cell A-QL code
code

(b) Allocation of bits onto A-QL

Figure 2- A-QL design

For the code of m×n cells, the intensity matrix of m×n cells is denoted as

- 14 -
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Cmn

 c0,0

 c1,0


 cm  2,0

 cm 1,0

c0,n 2 c0, n 1 

c1,n 2 c1,n 1 


cm 2,n 2 cm 2,n 1 

cm 1,n  2 cm1,n 1 

c0,1
c1,1
cm 2,1
cm 1,1

(1)

When each corner has four reference cells (totally 16 reference cells for
example in Figure 2), the intensity matrix of 4×4 reference cells is denoted
as

R 44

 c0,0

 c1,0

c
 m 2,0
c
 m1,0

c0,1

c0,n 2

c1,1

c1,n 2

cm 2,1 cm2,n  2
cm1,1 cm1,n 2



c1,n 1 
cm 2,n1 

cm 1,n 1 
c0, n 1

(2)

These intensity matrixes (C and R) are mapped from the data matrix as
described in the following.
2.2.3. Channel Encoder
2.2.3.1. Encoder Configuration
The mapping from bits to the intensity of cells is wavelength independent.
This mapping procedure means for three color channels Red Green and
Blue, three data matrixes are simultaneously mapped onto the intensity
of cells at the Red, Green, and Blue channels respectively.
The optical clock rate at which the entire intensity block of all data cells
is updated is configurable via PHY PIB attribute phyAqlOpticalClockRate.
From implements and experiments, 10Hz and 20Hz are typically
recommended for the system, depending on the supported frame rate at
Rx (see Section 2.3. Rx Decoding Techniques for the requirement of
Rx frame rate).
In an m×n cell Tx, (m×n -16) data cells can carry 3× (m×n -16) binaries
each clock time via three color bands (i, j, and k) if the number of reference
cells is phyAqlNumCells =16. The forming process of a matrix of binaries
to drive all m×n cells is described as follows.
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P4i4



For the reference cells, the intensity matrixes (at bands i, j, and k
respectively) to modulate 4x4 reference cells (the matrix R4×4 in Eq.
(2)) are constant over time as follows:
1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
0
0

1
0


0
1 , j
P44  


0
0


0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0


0
0 , k
P44  


0
0


0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0

(3)

For the data cells, the intensity values of data cells at the color
bands are mapped from bits as described in Section 2.2.4. Bitsto-intensity mapping. Notably, when the length of data does not
fit the size of the A-QL code, zeros are inserted to the end of data;
and Rx reads the value of the PHY PIB attribute phyPSDUlength
to pad the inserted bits.

2.2.3.2. Asynchronous bits Insertion
To support Rx in dealing with its frame rate variation, Ab shall be
generated and inserted into every block of data bits, and then, error
correction is applied, and coded bits are mapped into intensity. The
number of Ab bits generated for each block of data is configurable via PHY
PIB phyAqlNumAb. The A-QL decoding method with Ab support is
described in Section 2.3. Rx Decoding Techniques.
When phyAqlNumAb =1, a single bit (zero or one) shall be generated for
each block of data-bits as described in Table 5 and then added at the
beginning of the block of data.
Table 5- Generation of single Ab for each block of data bits (in case
phyAqlNumAb =1)
Optical clock index

2i

2i+1

Block of data

block(2i)

block(2i+1)

Ab

1

0

When phyAqlNumAb = 7, Ab has seven binaries (0101010, 1010101,
1111000, or 0000111) those shall be generated for each block of data (as
described in Table 6) according to the optical clock index of the block of
data, and then added at the beginning of the block of data. The Ab plays
a role as a sequence number of each data block.
- 16 -
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Table 6- Generation of Ab for each block of data bits (phyAqlNoAb = 7)
Optical
clock index

4i

4i+1

4i+2

4i+3

Block of
data

block(4i)

block(4i+1)

block(4i+2)

block(4i+3)

Ab

0101010

1010101

1111000

0000111

2.2.3.3. Error correction
The PHY header field (PHR, optional for A-QL), the PHY service data unit
(PSDU), and Ab bits are FEC coded to protect from the imperfect channel
as described as follows.
Table 7: FEC choices for A-QL

PHR, PSDU, Ab
bits

Outer code

Interleaver

Inner code

RS(15,7)

n=15

CC (1/4)

RS(15,11)

n=15

CC(1/3)

RS code, either RS(15,7) or RS(15,11), shall be applied to A-QL system.
The generation of RS(15,7) and RS(15,11) is described in Annex 1.
Additionally, the inner code based on CC(1/3) with constraint length seven
(K=7) shall be optionally used for each block of data. The generation of
inner FEC is described in Annex 2.
The selection of error correction is configurable by the value of PHY PIB
attribute phyAqlFec.
When both RS(15,7)/ RS(15,11) and CC(1/3)/ CC(1/4) are applied, a block
interleaver with the interleaver height n=15 shall be implemented
between the inner FEC layer and the outer FEC layer. The description of
the block interleaver is described in IEEE 802.15.7-2011 [2].

2.2.4. Bits-to-intensity mapping
The intensity of band i, j, k is modulated independently based on the value
of 3 bits input (b0b1b2). Notably, there is no requirement of color
combination while modulating the intensity, thus Pi +Pj +Pk ≠1.
The mapping from coded bits to intensity (Pi, Pj, Pk) is given in Table 8.
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Table 8- Bits to (Pi, Pj, Pk) mapping
Data Input

Intensity Output

b0b1b2

Pi

Pj

Pk

000

0

0

0

001

1

0

0

010

0

1

0

011

1

1

0

100

0

0

1

101

1

0

1

110

0

1

1

111

1

1

1

2.2.5. Color calibration at the receiver
A channel estimation sequence shall be added as an extended subfield
after the optional PHR subfields to support a receiver dealing with multicolor imbalance or multi-color interference.
Three Walsh codes with the length of four, including W(1,4) = {1,–1,1,–1},
W(2,4)= {1,1,–1,–1}, and W(3,4)= {1,–1,–1,1}, are used at bands R, G, B
respectively for the channel estimation before color calibration. Each
binary of the Walsh code is transmitted multiple times thus an accurate
channel estimation can be obtained. In the 802.15.7-2011 standard
defines twice repeating the code [2], though practically, the length of
repeating is customized depending on the accuracy requirement of the
color calibration.
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Figure 3- A block with the preamble and Walsh code for color calibration

From the received intensity matrix of a known channel estimation
sequence, the compensation of color intensity is performed as follows.

P  H 1P '
1

'
 Pi   hii hij hij   Pi 
  '
  
 Pj    hji hjj hjk   Pj 
 P  h h h   P' 
 k   ki kj kk   k 

(4)

An exemplary outcome of Walsh codes training to calibrate colors is done
practically and shown in Figure 4 using a typical webcam.

Figure 4- Experimental Color calibration using Walsh sequences
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2.3. Rx Decoding Techniques
2.3.1. Rotation Support
From the binary modulated information that is carried to Rx over
reference cells at the corners of the A-QL code, the rotation can be
dependably corrected. The rotation support is mandatory in A-QL system.

Non-Rotated A-QL code

1200 Rotated A-QL code

Figure 5. The starting corner determination from reference cells under rotation

2.3.2. Downsampling using Ab
A camera that has the frame rate greater than the optical clock rate of Tx
(twice at least, to avoid the sampling falling into the symbols-transition
time) is to receive data. The downsampling is challenging when most of
the cameras have time-variant frame rates, as experimentally checked.
Assume that there is more-than-one image being sampled per data block.
The decoder demodulates data from every block, and extract the clock bit(s)
embedded in within each payload. The adjacent blocks that have the same
clock bits, as shown in Figure 6, will be grouped for the down-sampling.
During the downsampling process, the majority voting (as described in
Section 2.3.4) may be (additionally) applied for each group of adjacent
blocks captured on the same clock time to lessen the channel error rate.
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Figure 6 –Downsampling by checking the value of Ab

2.3.3. Rolling effect detection and removal
In case a rolling shutter camera capturing the image in between the
transition time of two adjacent blocks of data, a mixed symbol of two
appears. Wherein, four clock-bits carried by four reference cells (at the
four corners of Tx) on the captured image shall not be the same. The mixed
image is detectable as a rolling-affected image by using these clock
information bits, as shown in Figure 7, and it is discarded before the
downsampling is implemented.

Figure 7 – Detection and Removal of a Rolling Effected Image
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Also, to support a rotated camera decoding, the transmission of four
rotation-indication bits via these reference cells allows Rx in identifying
the starting corner of the code. The starting corner shall have the similar
values with its two adjacent reference cells. And then, the matrix
transpose can be applied to correct the rotation according to the
knowledge of reference cells.
2.3.4. Oversampling as Temporal Error Correction
Assume that the number of samplings repeated in the Rx is no less than
three (i.e., the oversampling rate between Rx/Tx is three times).
Accordingly, the majority voting is optionally applied to a selected set of
three samplings (which belong to a transmitted bit) is given as follows.
Table 9- R3 encoding
Transmitted bit

Received sequence

0

000

1

111

When there is error happened, a majority bit voting is applied to a set of
three bits (repeating code R3). The decoding algorithm for R3 is given as
follows,
Table 10- Decoding rule for R3
Received sequence

Decoded bit

000

0

001

0

010

0

100

0

101

1

110

1

011

1

111

1

If there are two or more errors fall into a single bit, then the decoding rule
gets a wrong output.
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2.4. Experimental Results
2.4.1. Different code designs
From the PHY PIB attributes based configuration concept, multiple
designs of the A-QL code can be generated at the Tx and be recognizable
by the Rx. Figure 8, Figure 9, and Figure 10 show several readyimplemented codes in the proposed system.

Two colors A-QL

Four colors A-QL

Eight colors A-QL

Figure 8- Reed-Solomon coded Tx with Rotation correction ability

8-color code embedded into video

2/4-color codes embedded into video

Figure 9- Captured demo of multi-color A-QL codes on the screen
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16x16 A-QL code

32x32 A-QL code

Figure 10- Two favorite sizes of A-QL code

2.4.2. Performance Evaluation
The User Interface (UI) of Rx that is receiving data from 16×16 A-QL is
addressed in Figure 11. For this ETRI project, the requirements of final
work were BER of 10-6 and distance of 3m. Since the combination of RS
and CC for FEC is performed, it satisfies all the requirements set. The
system was tested and verified by ETRI by the early of 2017.

Figure 11- Testing of A-QL code with BER 10-6 at a 3m distance (tested and
verified by ETRI)
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Another User Interface of Rx software receiving text modulated data from
a mono-color A-QL is given in Figure 12. For this Litel project, the
requirements of final work were BER of 10-3 and communication distance
of 30m using a typical webcam. At this far distance, an additional
differential-coding has been proposed as the channel coding while all the
bit mapping processes remain. In principle, this differential code does not
enhance the transmission performance; however, in practise, it helps the
Rx easily in extracting the low-intensity modulated code. The system was
tested and verified by Korea Testing Laboratory by the early of 2017.

Figure 12- Testing of mono-color differential-A-QL code at a 30m distance
(tested and verified by Korea Testing Laboratory)

2.4.3. BER Measurement
The evaluation of BER under the impacts of distance and perspective
distortion is made to verify the reliable performance of the A-QL system.
The entire Tx size is set at 8cm×8cm for all the BER measurement. The
PN sequence is typically used for the BER measurement; however, for a
better monitoring purpose, the practical measurement of BER herein is
based on a known data text message to transmit by A-QL code. The error
measured results at three layers, layer one without error correction, layer
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two with a convolutional code, and layer three with RS and CC code, are
shown in Table 11, Table 12, and Table 13.

Table 11 – The count of bit and error at A-QL receiver under the zero-angle
viewing
Distance (m)
Bits received
Count of error (layer 1)
Count of error (layer 2)
Count of error (layer 3)

1.5
1128240
151
0
0

3
1130400
17848
0
0

4.5
139680
19757
6627
2935

Table 12 - The count of bit and error at A-QL receiver under the 30-degree
viewing
Distance (m)
Bits received
Count of error (layer 1)
Count of error (layer 2)
Count of error (layer 3)

1.5
1018080
67121
3448
0

3
1044000
261495
54659
0

4.5
493200
91509
22845
7379

Table 13 - The count of bit and error at A-QL receiver under the 60-degree
viewing
Distance (m)
Bits received
Count of error (layer 1)
Count of error (layer 2)
Count of error (layer 3)

1.5

3
442080
70162
19526
1935
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4.5
615600
111953
33881
5475

514600
213950
133486
72145
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Figure 13 – BER of A-QL system under the zero-perspective viewing angle
condition

Figure 14 - BER of A-QL system under the 30-degree perspective viewing angle
condition
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Figure 15 - BER of A-QL system under the 60-degree perspective viewing angle
condition

The measurements of BER under the impacts of communication distance
and the perspective viewing angle are illustrated in Figure 13, Figure 14,
and Figure 15. It is notable that the recorded performance of A-QL system
is significantly reliable. The short conclusion from the BER measurement
is:


For BER 10-5 requirement, A-QL operates reliably as far as a 3m
distance within perspective angle 30-degree.



For lower BER requirement (such as in between 10-2 and 10-3), AQL can support as far as 4m with a wider perspective angle (60degree view).
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